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The Story Of The 1996 Quaker

As Luck would have it, at the start of the academic year of 1 995-1 996 the

Quaker yearbook staff did not exist. No one had taken the initiative to help design

Guilford College's yearbook. Fortunately, keeping in line with the tradition of

Guilford students, a number of concerned and motivated juniors and seniors

combined efforts for the purpose of producing a yearbook. At the end of the first

semester, a call went out to everyone in the Guilford College community to

contribute their time and photographs to ensure the success of the collossal

project at hand.

After the initial wave of enthusiasm passed, the 1996 Quaker yearbook staff

was established with a group of individuals in charge of EACH of the different

sections. These individuals clustered according to their interests and developed

strategies for taking pictures and designing layout. By generating ideas and

considering the input that they received from others, the members of each of these

groups CAME UP WITH A FINISH PRODUCT THAT THEY FELT WAS FUN AND REPRESENTED

Guilford College as they saw fit.

In essence, the staff of the 1996 Quaker adopted the philosophy of striving fo

make the annual as inclusive and representative of the guilford experience, while

AT THE SAME TIME FOSTERING COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT AND PROACTIVITY. ThE STAFF ASKED

EVERYONE TO CONTRIBUTE PICTURES OF EVENTS AND OF THEIR FRIENDS, AND IN GENERAL

MEMORIES THAT THEY WANTED CAPTURED. REALIZING, HOWEVER, THAT NOT EVEYONE WAS
ABLE TO RESPOND TO SUCH A CALL, AND THAT NOT EVERY SPECIAL MOMENT WAS CAPTURED

IN THIS year's book, BUILT INTO THE YEARBOOK ARE AREAS DESIGNATED FOR ADDITIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHS AND CAPTION. FrOM ITS CONCEPTION, THE 1 996 ANNUAL HAS BEEN

CONSIDERD A SORT OF SCRAPBOOK, HIGHLIGHTING WHAT STUDENTS FELT WAS MOST

MEMORABLE ABOUT THEIR YEAR AT GuiLFORD. ThUS, AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH SECTION

there are blank pages available for you to place pictures and captions that you

wanted to appear in the book.

Many thanks to everyone in the community who helped to make the rescue mission

FOR the 1 996 yearbook possible. Special thanks to those committed and fun-

loving individuals who spent late nights in the Publications Suite listening to music

AND EATING LEFTOVER COOKIES FROM THE UNDERGROUND. AlSO, THANKS TO THE AWESOME

WOMAN WHO BELEIVED THAT WE COULD PULL IT OFF, AND WHO TRUSTED US ENOUGH TO BE

OUR ADVISOR. Susie Clark, photography professor at Guilford, thank you for

SHARING YOUR EXPERTISE AND YOUR GOOD SENSE OF HUMOr!



Kate Shropshire and Charlie Tefft (Clubs and Orsanizations)

Cale O'Coiinell and Erin Spillman (Volunteer



l:iin Spillniaii. (abio Cainara. LaLira Da\ is. Kate Shropshire. Cate O'Conneli. Chrissy Washner.

Charlie Teftt. Jane Singleton. Joan Miller, and Terrence Laster ( Pictured. ) Daphne Lewi.s. Sean

McWeil. Sivah Johnson. John Minis. Ann Sutter, and Joshua Brelhaur (Not pictured.)

'Corky dog" Clark, Fabio Camara, Terrence Laster, and Chrissy Nashner (Professors.)

"Corky dog" and Susie Clark



In addition to the normal transition that guilford experiences

at the end of the year due to graduation, 1996 proved to be a

YEAR OF MOMENTOUS CHANGE FOR THE COMMUNITY. BiLL AND BeV

Rogers are leaving their leadership positions at Guilford

College in order to pursue other life goals. Though they are

RELINOUISHING THEIR POST OF THE PRESIDENCY, BOTH BiLL AND BeV

will continue to be active members of THE Guilford College

COMMUNITY.

In FILLING THE POSTION OF THE PRESIDENT, GuiLFORD WELCOMES

Don AND Brita McNamar to join the family. They come to us

FROM Phillips Andover, where Don formerly served as

Headmaster. The Guilford community looks forward to

GROWING WITH THE McNaMARS AS IT ENTERS INTO A NEW ERA.







Students Around Campus

Tony Deccico

enjoys gangster

rap.

Joshua Brethaur can't

decide whether to be

pensive or to break

out into laughter.



Top: "Keep your hands

bitch." hisists Dana "

Powell.

Bottom: Whilst looking

feather boa, Juliana Teft

moment to discuss the

cost of implants with D;

flowers Matt, Dylan, ancll



Top: Using a cup of

domestic, Simeon

attempts to add girth to

iiis gut. Spike

Shires thinks that's

pretty cool.

Bottom: Shropsire,

Powell, and Shires

dare you to call them

girly.
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Top: Buster and Wilco biow what they like. Guns, Guitars,

and Stockcar Racin'.

Right: Gavin shows the photographer his pizza. Antonio
Nathan. Hardv.



/^ Left: Ink reads his new set of feel-good poems.

Below: Jerko and F*cker are happy to be at the Coffeehouse.
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Horizon Played, I Latl a gin and tonic.

lien called mpon to jello wrestle, 11 had a gm

and tonic. Tlie Violent Ir einniiniiies asked wky

tliey couMn t get juast on screw, 1 Lad a gin

tonne.
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I noJJeJ.

OTjit t3ins year, Derenaipity aacl & harol time validtating ats own existence.

Fkey dian t trust uus witk a Ibeer garden.

However, the Violent Fenimes gave it to us good. A real band, playing real instrun-ients, i nearly cried gin-

smieiiing tears.

-WLisky Sa.«
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Above: Voo Doo po-

litely asks the journalist

how he likes his meat:

burned to a crisp or

bloody as hell.

Left: Patricia Chirinos

and Amanda Phillips

wonder if it really does

get any better than this.

In the background,

Antonio prowls.



11i

^bove: Gavin Watches for

iurvailance whilst Megan
;asually makes the deliv-

ery. Damian, closing his

;yes to the injustices of

society, finds nirvana in a

oeefburger.

Right: Gate O'Gonnel and

Robin accept people that

aren't even wearing plaid

shirts or drinking good

beer.
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CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

BiJiiMM Knw. 'U.", inR" BiLL Bli\i:.'., K u 1. C. iLLi. .. L'.u.iIm.'. W , n ,1 , ,1,1 .. h ,L.i ; W ,,i;ki :,. .\,-,Kw:, J, .M IN. Dklh

Applefield. Second Row: Luke Parris. Hallye Dubick, Kate "Shrop" Shropshire. Charlie "Kiss of Mint" Tefft,

Justin Bernhardt, "Great" Dane Warner, Sarah Vandermast, Sarah Carter, Chris DeMont, Joshua Brhthauer,

Dylan Ahearn. Back Row: "Huge" Dave Fiebelkorn a.k.a. "The Shwao Daddy". Jonas Ehudin, Hunter Bowen,

Wolf Melbourne. "Speedy" Dave Williams. Not pictured: Susan Allen, Justin Van Prooyen, Skee George,

"Prodigy" Matt Gordon, "Jim Beam" Stringer, and manager Damien DeBello.
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28 Ultimate is all style. Here Hunter Bowen flexes

HIS ripped muscles for the ladies.

Strutting his stuff, Jonas Ehudin makes the

ritual endzone catch.



Ultimate

1



CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

PQ
a

Team picture - Front

row: Barbara Vengelen.

Jen Brown, Helen

France. Ruthy Scotti.

Mary Theus. Bugs

Shurberg. Second row:

Brooke, Aimee Roby,

ToREY Dow, Joanna

Cannon, Jessa Malone,

Hope Dunkin, Jessica

Templeton, Colette

Mlniger, coach Anne

LuNDQUiST. Back row:

Becky Browning, coach

Denise Monnan, Kirsten

O'Brien. Bottom left:

Jen Brown defines hard

(ORE.
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Women's and Men's Rugby

Clockwise from top: With help from a fellow teammate

JuDE Crayton maneuvers his way with agility and speed

AWAY FROM HIS DEFENDER TO SCORE. BoTTOM: LiMBER AND

LEAN Josh "Ink" Inklovich is ready to spring into action

With mouthguard in, and adrenaline pumping, Robert

Nichols gets in the middle of the scrum.
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CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

Outdoors Club
Front row: Mary Wyman, Vice President Justin Van Prooyen. Secretary Gillian Powers, Sunshine Ludder. Back row: Susanne

Ramsey, Kris Belmonte, Karl Altpeter, President Skee George. Treasurer Heather Lorinc, Anton Benson, Colette Mininger.

32

Sports Trainers Club
Front row: Amy Mode, Jenn Gowac, Thayle Jackson, Jessica Schaible, Becki Davis, Head Athletic Trainer Mary Broos. Kevin

BoTioMLEY. Back row: "Bushman" Kenneth Bush, Chris Hoffman, Beth McCrann, Ben Williams, Larry Jessup, Nick Martin.



Outdoors Club, Sports Trainers, Geology Club, Websterian Pre-Law Society

Geology Club
Front row: Steve Adams, Andrew Peachey, Adrienne Massan.'VRI, Amy Miller, Bestsy Sheffield, WAns Dixon. Back row: Neil

Fhompson, Stuart Jones, M arlene McCauley. Cyril Harvey, Charles Alm^'.

Websterian Pre-Law



CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

Women's Awareness

Front row; Hope Smytt. facilitator Patricia Herrera, Mariah Sawyer. Anna Newell. Second row: Rob Maggard.

Beth J.^cobs. Lori Fernald, Rachel Dicker.son. R.achel Las.siter. Buffy Helbein. Carolyn Howes. Back row: Lynne

Walter, Adrienne Owens, Kate Shropshire. Brittany Boden, Santes Beatty, facilitator Dana Powell, Jeff Johnson,

Jessica Piekielek. Dane Warner. Elaine Bricham. Slnshine Ll dder and facilitator Danielle Goldberg.

GLBA Resource Center
Gay, Lesbl\n, Bi.sexual

Alliance from Lf.ft to

Right: ,Ierem\ , Jenny

Crane, Matt Sinclair,

P.^tricta McGlire,

Marvanne S\ve.\t



Women's Awareness, GLBA, Ad Hoc, Native American

AD HOC RELIGIOUS STUDIES

WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP

Native American Club
Front row: Emily

Walkinqstick,

Daphinel Strickland,

Danielle Strickland.

Back row: Krysta

Banke. Shannon

McMillan, Chris

Craig, Christy

Sergeant.
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CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

SPANISH CLUB

Right: Simon says "butter the bagel" - Sarah Smith.

Heather Bargeron, Brad Hommet. Beth, and Keiley

Holder. Above: Sarah Smith, Ivan, Heather

Bargeron, Susan Marmo.

Psychology Club
Laurie Betts (Vice-

President). Laura

Daum (President).

"Double D" Damien

DeBello (Secretary),

Sarah Dings

(Treasurer) and Peter

Copeland (member)

DISCUSS THE upcoming

presentation of THE

movie kids.



Spanish Club, Psychology Club and Senate

Rachel Christensen (secretary), Stephanie Jennings (president). Amanda Sabin (vice president), David Fleig (treasurer).

Linda Johnson and Jen Brown look on in laughter as thier

FELLOW Senators learn to do the hula dance: Top dancers:

Gate Bergman, Patricia McGuire, Lee Bailey and Dave

Fleig. Bottom: Ben Ford. Kirsten O'Brien and Crissy

Hayworth.



S/* From left to right: Karen Rowan, Katie Haddox. Lvnne Walter. Kadi Hodges. Jen Brown, Michael

^^ Strickland. Melody Watson. Josh Inklovich, Rebecca Sims, Josh White.

u

From front to back:

Sue Keith, Jane Caris,

Kadi Hodges, Michael

Strickland, Karen

Rowan, Dana Powell,

Chris Craig. Erica

Hamilton. Jan Keimio.

A
S

c



Community of Writers, ASC, Lighthouse, Guilfordian

PPEARING LEFT TO RIGHT: BeN ThORNE, JONATHAN VanBaLLENBERGHE, TrICIA CaLLOWAY. AlENA HaIRSTON, KaREN RowAN

•1—

I

a

o
Appearing left to right: Row 1- John Cocking. Row 2- Paige McRae, Sl'san Allen, Sara Johnson.

Mariah Sawyer. Rob Mirchin. Row 3- Caroline Wolfe. Jeff Jeske, Keir Bickerstaffe, Cory Birdwhistell.



CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

Guilford Council of Religious Organizations is: Sarah Walls, Deborah Shaw, Max Carter, Vanessa

Yank. Lidoro Muliro, Greer Nutall. and Sarah Elsner.

Front row: Becky Ray, Antony Khamala and Hallye Dubick. Back row: Kory Lane, Ruthy Sconi

^A Gwyneth Cliver, Hanna Passmore, Mary Hobbs (framed) and Max Carter.



GCRO, Quaker Concerns, QLSP, Intervarsity Christian Fellowship

Quaker Leader Scholars Program - First years and guests. Front row, sitting on couch: Gwyneth Cliver, Jeremy

Sebens. Rise Hunter. Second row, resting on couch: Ben Newlin, Betsy Blake. Lori Fernald, Hanna Passmore.

Standing: Max Carter, Chandra Woolson, (President elect) Dan McNemar, Wend'.- M.attocks, Rain Newcomb,

(weighty Quaker) Dan Seeger. Colin. Richard Hobson. and Katy Hines.

^ Z PC
Di < c^

^ ^ s
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Row 1 : Heather Bargeron, Angela Lett. Beatriz Juncadella. Row 2: Claire Kain. Brad Hammett, Beth Norwood, Robin Lichtenwalner,

Brian Perry. Row 3: Julie Mbashey, Rebecca Lurla, Kjndra Dimmock, Helen France. 4
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CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

New Generation Ministries

1
Front row: Kim Floyd, Chris Poston, Becky Luria, Colin Everhart. Back row: Kristin Hodget. Sam Pullum. Dwayne Cherry. Jamaal

McDouGAL. Jeremy Evans. Terrence Wilson. Lamont Williams. Brad Smith, Clara Indire. Kara Lindsay, James, Joanna Cannon.

These br.we souls are planning the all new and improved Community, Health. Advisenient, Orientation Services for

incoming rrst-year students. Co-chair Steve Marasco, Carey Fowler, advisor and director Anne Lundquist, Susan

Mers, Santes Beatty, Rachel Dickerson. ROC Kosiba. Not pictured: Co-chairs Cory Birdwhistle and Chris Kosiva.
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New Generation Ministries, Chaos and Student Union

C/5
H

o

Front row: Thomas DeMayo, Cara Skeat, Melissa Salzman, Kevin Botiomley. Second row; Chris

Chandler, Andy Swanson, Director of Student Activities Michael West. Third row: Leigh King. Lee

Bailey, Chrissie Hayworth. Tanya Hagoerty. Back row: Brian Burton. Susan Allen, Brian Lowit,

Peter Kielty 43



CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

Left to right;

Megan

Corcoran.

Shelley

Oldfield. Tanya

Haggerty.

Leigh King.

Andy Swanson.

Pete Kielty.

Cara Skeat and

Paul Stolit.

Serendipity Committee

Judicial Board

\h

-^ ^



Serendipity Committee, Judicial Board, WQFS

WQFS
Sitting: Alexis Liohtwine (DJ

REPRESENTATIVE), BeN JoHNSON (ASSISTANT

NEWS DIRECTOR), ASTOR AnKNEY (PROMOTIONS

DIRECTOR). Kneeling; Mike Working

(Programing director), Nathan Stambaugh

(MUSIC director intern). Standing: Duncan

Dunn (intern), Brian Lowit (news

director), Andy Ahearn (music director),

Kelly Davis (general manager). Tahja

Whigham (promotions manager), Annaliese

Pollack (music director). Not pictured:

Frank "FIx-It" Stickney (productions

manager), Wes Elam (music director) and

Mary Brandenburg (business manager).

A PLETHORA O' DJS

Managers and Interns

Front row (lounging) : Kate Shropshire, Mike Working, Fabio Camara. Second row; Amy Smith, Tiffany Lindsay, Paige

McRae, Annaliese Pollack, Jeremy Cook, Lynne Walter, Dana Lyn Clark, Sarah Coffey, Elizabeth Valera, Kelly Davis,

Susan Mers, Tricia Calloway. Tom Dawson, Doug Grigsby (peeking out from behind). Drew Hammond, Bill Burg, Nathan

Strambaugh. Back row (standing) : Marshall Riser, Stephan Rhodes, Neal Sandin, Ben Johnson, Alexis Lightvi/ine, Brian

Lowit. Back row (sitting) : Astor Ankney, Jiffy, Duncan Dunn, Andy Ahearn, Chuck Carroll, Roy Moore, Jackie Moore, ^r

Jeff Johnson, Mad Dog, Becky Young.



CHESS CLUB
Tony DtCicco I'urs thl moves on Dave Fleic.
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Chess Club, Track and Field

TRACK AND FIELD

Front: Alison Schott, Sam Pullum, Adrien Gray. Mitch

Craib. Back: Peter Farmer, Brian Richardson, Jenny

Crute, Molly Hughes. Marlon Morris, Colin McFadden-

RoAN. LaMont Williams, Josh "Voo-doo" Miller. 2.

LaMont Williams. 3. Adrien Gray. 4. Richard Dailey

47
AND Sam Pullum. 5. Sam Pullum and Adrien Gray. ^ '



Although not an ofrcial

club, the bougeoisie of

Guilford College joined

together for fine dining and

LIGHT DISCUSSION, In THIS THREE

part series. social butterfly

Fabio Andre Camara

demonstrates his talent for

becoming the center of

ATTENTION. He JOINS TeRRENCE

Leon Laster, Mary Henry

Hawes rV, alum and mentor

Elliot Tucker ID. Charles

DeLaVergne Tefft. and

Katherine Shropshire.

Wine flows freely

among the BOUGIES.

Here, Elliot.

Charlie and Fabio

engage in pre-

dinner chit-chat.



Bougie Club, Biohazard Ultimate

BIOHAZARD
ULTIMATE

Top: Bill Blevins,

Susan Allen. Jonas

Ehudin, Wolf

Melbourne, Mrs.

Fiebelkorn. Charlie

Tefft, random

sprawler. and Kate

Shropshire at the

Terminus tournament

IN Atlanta. Bottom

left: Cory Woodard

displays the most

PRIZED possession ON

THE Ultimate team -

Duct Tape. Bottom

right: Who's got #6?
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HOME VOLUNTEERS
PARENTS WEEKEND 1995

51



SPRINC WORK TRIP 1996
WASHINOTON. DC

/# f

'

Left to Right: Heather Lorlna, Heather Adams, Thea Anderson and Gill Green.
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PHILADELPHIA

Left 10 Right: Max Carter. Luke Parrish. Maris Park. Will Link. Cara Skeat. Sarah Elfner, Tiffany Lindsey. Betsy Sheffield.

SPRINO WORK TRIP 1996

53



AMERICUS
FALL BREAK
GEORGIA, 1995

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY

Bottom Row; Jonas Ehudin. Kate Collins. Hallye Dubick. Second Row: Da\e Jackson. Kate Shropshire. Gill Green. Debbie Kiliru.

Charlie Tefft. Third Row : Kris Belmonte. Asako Morikawa. Dylan Ahearn. Josh Brethauer. Fourth Row: Tomoko Tanaka. Phoebe Jewett.

Railing: Skee Georse. Mar\ W\iiian.

Jonas Ehudin drivini; the CAT. Joshua Brethauer and Dvlan Ahearn takint; a break!
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Left to Right: Elvina Krekler, Lisa Lachenmyer, Rain Newcomb, Hanna Passmore, Jeremy Sebens, Ben Newlin, Ruthy Scotti,

Deborah Shaw.

OHIO

INDIANA

FALL

WORK

TRIP 1995
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FRIENDS
DISASTER SERVICE
MADISON COUNTY, VA-FALL
95

BEFORE AFTER
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FALL

WORK

TRIP

1995

MOUNTAIN LAKE, VIRGINIA

57



SPRING BREAK
1996

HOMESTEAD,
FLORIDA

Above: Debbie Nixdorf scrapes

the floors preparing it for tiling.
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Established in

the fall of 1990,
the Bonner Scholars

program provides

monetary support to

students who have

demonstrated both

financial need and

commitment to

community service.

Funded by the

Corella and Bertram

F. Bonner

Foundation of

Princeton, New
Jersey, the programs

supports students at

22 institutions.

Bonner Scholars

complete 150 hours

of community service

each semester in

exchange for

continued financial

assistance.

More than
simply a form of

financial aid, Guilford's

Bonner Scholars

program provides

derserving students the

opportunity to continue

their community service

interests throughout their

college years. In addition,

Bonners enjoy a unique

opportunity to form

friendships with other

students who share their

commitment to service,

both on the college campus

and in the wider Bonner

network. In this way,

students are encouraged to

extend their learning

beyond the classroom

through participation in

and service to the

communitv.

The Bonner
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School Enrichment

Bonner Scholars started the program and volunteers

across the campus continue to sustain it. And Youth ages

six to ten years old come to campus twice weekly to

participate. The program focuses on enriching the students in the areas of the environment

the creative arts, and theatre. Tbtees have learned about myths, for example, and have written their

own plays and even acted them out before an audience. Hosting the activities on campus gives the

tutees an opportunity to become familiar with a college campus and its community. Guilford

volunteers for the Program arc Jocelyn Newsome. Erin Seltzer, Kiley Holder, and Allen Stewart



Bonners in action:

American Friends

Service

Community

^m:> L
The American Friends Service Community is an international Quaker organization. Vulinueeiv Imni both North Catolma A & T

University and Guilford College mentor middle school students in the area as a part of their Future leaders/future changes youth group.

These pictures were taken at a weekly Wednesday meeting. That week, the youth and the volunteers were given disposable camaras to

take pictures of their home and daily life, in order to be able to talk about and compare among themselves the next week, the project

manifesting itself in a collage. Bonners that volunteer at this site are; Taj Greenley, Chris Belmonte, Hannah Passmore, Lori Femald,

Chermika Walker, Brian Kilpatrick, and Patricia Hererra.
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The a.i.d,s.

about AIDS
Conference

h
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A.i.d.s. about AIDS was started in response to the desire of

three students to educate their peers regarding HIV and

AIDS issues. Mark Ferguson, Amanda Sabin, and Jack

Register began the conference in the summer of 1994.

The first regional conference of approximately twenty-five

participants focused on raising awareness and spreading

the epidemic of information. The second conference

focused on the national level in which the message could

be taken. One unique feature is the service

learning componant of the conference. It allows

students to look at all the facets of the epidemic

and how they can help.

Pictured 1. Jack Register helps Jean from Triati Health Project demonstrate how
to use a condom for AIDS 101. 2. Jack Register and Mark Ferguson sit in front of

a panel from the national AIDS quilt. 3. Conference participants listen to the

introductions and welcoming on opening night. 4. Will Power, a member of

Midnight Voices, a band with Muhammad Bilal that travels around educating

students on issues surrounding HIV and AIDS. 5. After the presentation,

Muhammed answers questions and exchanges ideas with students. 6. A member
of the panel of people living with AIDS sings a gospel song that she had written. 7.

Midiammad Bilal, a member of the San Francisco cast of MTV's "The Real

World" and advocate of AIDS awareness talks about his relationship with Pedro

Zomora. the HIV positive member of "The Real World" cast. 8. Volunteers

Amanda Sabin, Rachel Christiensen, and Jack Register.



If We Had A Hammer.
In February, home co-sponsored a major repair project

with the a.i.d.s. About Aids conference on a house used for local AIDS
awareness training and that was in dire need of repairs. HOME
leaders expected a huge showing of volunteers on that early Saturday

morning to do repairs, among which was build a 400 foot fence. But

as Saturday approached, HOME leaders discovered a very critical

problem: they didn't have enough hammers! Lacking the funding to

buy hammers, franticly they turned to desparate and creative

measures. They scraped together some of the 21 hammers used that

Saturday to build a fence from their favorite Guilford professors and

administrators!!!

HOME is a student-staffed, student-run

organization that repairs houses for disadvantaged people in

Greensboro, thereby combating homelessness. Their services are

available to the poor, the unemployed, the disabled, the needy. As

funding allows, HOME also provides all the materials as well as the

labor, making its services free. HOME volunteers have cleaned

houses, repaired broken windows, installed new carpet, put on new

roofs, and built fences. They are not limited by initiative or

by volunteer-support: over 100 students have volunteered

this year on 11 different projects.

IfHOME had enough hammers, they

just might hammer out justice and peace all over this world.

At least they would try. But limited by supplies, they do as

much as thev locallv can to hammer out homelessness.

THIS IS T
WORLD (

early Saturday i

hammers are af

"persuaders", v

but loved statioi

woody wagon"

(

backhoe and tra

of volunteers gli

morn when thej

tools.
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"We are just a

bunch of nice

people doing

dangerous

things for the

common
good. "--Chris

Weber, of

HOME



Top: Olivia Rowe,

founder and director of

the Adolescent Connection

Outreacli Center, an

organization that trains

and empowers adolescents

to become peer counselors

and street outreach

workers in Guilford

County, introduces

Muhanuned Bilal to teens

in the community.

Center: Amanda Sabin, a

leader of theAmS about

AIDS conference

supervises the

construction effort with

HOME leader, Chris

Weber. The

HOME volunteers

andtheAmS
conference

participants repair

the house used by

the Adolescent

Connection

Outreach Center

for educating and

empowering youth.

Bottom Right:

Teens listen to

Muhammad Bilal

speak about

promoting An)S
education and safe

Ji',

A
Concerted
Effort:
Volunteers
from HOME
and Participants

in the AIDS
about AIDS
conference

J come together
to repair a
house used in

local AIDS
awareness.
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MILNER

DRESSED TO PARTY ON SECOND

FLOOR MILNER (aBOVE)
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margaux and laura

(top left)

I ^^B^v^>v ^



BRYAN
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THAYLE AND

THE GIRLS

ENJOYING

A NAP

(top left)

JASON AND

SCOTT PILING

UP THE BUSCH

LIGHT FOR A

RAINY DAY

IN BRYAN
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BINFORD

(middle left and right)

binford residents

bundled up this long

WINTER

(LEFT)

POSING FOR THE

CAMERA ON FIRST

FLOOR BINFORD
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(right)

THE POSE OF

LOVE IN BINFORD

(LEFT)

FOOSBALL IN

THE BINFORD

LOUNGE
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(top left) BETHANY FREEMAN

HOLDING UP THE WALLS OF

BINFORD

(top right) zack bringing

home the goodies
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MARY HOBBS

(left) front door

of mary hobbs

(below)

residents of

mary hobbs

relaxing
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APARTMENTS
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(right) SCOTT, BERT

FRAN AND ERIC

SHOOTING SOME

POOL IN THE

APARTMENTS

(top left)

resident sitting

in the chair of

COMFORT
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SHORE

(LEFT)

RESIDENTS

SHORTLY AFTER

MUD BATH

(below)

intertwining

friendship
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(left)

crazy hair

DAY FOR

SOME
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ENGLISH

(left) frazier

33 AND 34

RESIDENTS OF

FRAZIER 34

WATCHING SOME

HOCKEY



DANA 2

DANA 3

HILDEBRANDT
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SPORTS

FOOTBALL
1 -William Rochelle, 2-Junior Lord, 3-John Fearrington, 4-Dee Rankin, 5-David Heggie, 6-Andre Lowery, 7 -Dwanyne Cherry, 8-

Shawn Tapley,9-Sean Ross, 10-Hath Williamson, 12-Adam Gillis, 13-Kip Hicks, 14-Reggie Wilson, 15-Mike Working, 16-Dan

Strelkauskas, 17-Chris Meehl, 18-Ezra Ellis, 19-Jon Parrish, 20-Brad Smith, 21 -Barrett Wiley, 22-Chris Walker, 23-Mike

Hathaway, 24-Micah Pitman, 25-Greg Montes, 26-Scott Sinclair, 27-David Nutt, 28-Sammie Pullum, 29-Shannon McMillan, 30-

Rossie Manning, 31 -Rob Gregory, 32-Barry Redeem, 34-Dimitri Georgelakos, 36-Chris Hamilton, 38-Matt Milone, 40-Jeremy

Hammond, 41 -Marlon Morris, 42-Stuart Gardner, 44-Tommy Kearmy,45-Kaz Nakagawa, 46-Greg Hill, 48-Cam Richardson, 50-

DouG Robertson, 51 -Gray Davis, 52-D.W. Perdue, 54-Billy Goldsmith, 55-Mike Hughes, 56-Jason Laners, 57-Chris Hoffman, 59-

Andy Roberts, 63-Sean Drudge, 64-Terrance Wilson, 66-Joshua Miller, 68-Steve Sjostedt, 72-Matt Spillman, 74-Martv Jones,

75-Chip Meyer, 76-Troy Bryant, 78-Jason Nolte, 79-Andrelle Johnson, 80-Jamaal McDougal, 83-Chris Phillips, 84-Bryan

Richardson, 88-Dan Morse, 96-Thomas Johnson, 98-Jared Kennerson, 99-Lamont Williams, Head Coach Mike Ketchum



Clockwise from top: William Rochelle, Coach Mike Ketchum talks to team

IN A time out, David Heggie and Dwayne Cherry, Dan Strelkauskas



SPORTS

Starting Top Left: Heather Kennedy, Nick, Amy Shores, Amamda Steven, Star Von Krusze, Laura Nelson, Tami

Peterson, Chuck McCracken, Monica Jaszczak, Kelli Malo, Jen Gowac, Sara Johnson, Alissa Pioli, Angela Lett,

Andrea Goodrum
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VOLLEYBALL
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SPORTS

Back Left: Barb Bausch, Chris, Suzanne Midkiff, Abby Dickson, Steve, Annamarie Wyant, Marija Preimats, Shannon

Parker, Bari Dixon, Laura Haynes, Kami Deal, Erin Mack, Molly Hughes, Jenny Crute, Alison Schott, Khisten

ScHOTT, Damara Luce, Rashida McKinzie, Luisella Perri



BASKETBALL



SPORTS

LU
o
o
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SOCCER
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SENIORS

Bircn Gi

barah Laidlaw Sniitn

What you can do or dream you can; begin it.

Boldness has genius, power and magic in it.

Begin it now.

-Goethe

Trust in the Lord with all your heart,

and do not rely on your own insight.

In all your ways acknowledge Him,

and He will make straight your path.

-Proverbs 3: 5-6

Thank you to my friends and family for the laughtet, encouragement and inspi-

ration during the past four years. I am forever grateful...

and eternally SMITHERS!

Jennirer Lynne Wolos

Men, can't live with them, can't play mind games without

them..."

Thanks for everything: Sarah, Betsy, Gracie, J.T., Amy,

Michelle, George, Ryan, and the Tennis Teams.

Gracie: Thanks for putting up with a "foreigner" from the

North. ..Anti-Valentine's..."Concentrate". ..H.O.B.

Betsy: My little sister.. ."Check". .."I Love It!". .."But

Anyway" Those were the Days of Our Lives.

Sarah: My best friend, who lost in sumowrestling... "Green

Hair!".. .Future kyack instructor? NYC '93-i-'95... H.O.B.

What happens to a country boy when you bring him into

the Big Applet J.T.)
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SENIORS

Davici Pruyn

Loneliness is a power that we posses to give

or take away forever

All I know can be shown by your acceptance

of the facts there shown before you

Take what I say in a different way and

it's easy to say that this is all confusion.

As I see a new day in me I can also show

it to you. and you may... follow.

YES

Demetria Hinton

Speak to me because you want to, not because you feel you have to,

and we'll both live happier lives.



SENIORS

Megan Graham Aldrich

btephanie Jennings

I want to thank everyone for making these four years incredible. Guil-

ford will always be like a home to me.

For

Anne, Leigh, Crissy- "Freaks," lots of eggplant, brussel sprouts,

infinite nights at Ziggy's, etc., etc.

Anne, here are a couple of things to remember- Halloween "92 at

Bates, falling into the closet, Halloween '94, Big Monkey and Big Pig,

computer games, and many more. Thanks for being there.

Bear, Rach, and Dave- You guys are the best! Thanks for a great

year and I will miss you.

Mom and Alan, Dad and Janet... thanks for all you support, I

couldn't have done it without you.

One last time, "Do 1 have a general sense of approval?"

David William Perdi
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SENIORS

Robert Kyle Hein

You do not see reality as it is, but rather as you are.

Christina Hawortn
"I call it magic, the crossing of our paths with others, how quickly, how
completely these magic meetings can turn us in directions we'd never

dreamed of." -Dee Brown
To all the Dana 1 girls, that house will never be the same! To the C-12

boys, 1 dedicate the mountain song-VH! Minis, keep working on that

Montana kick. Sean R., hold onto that poem! Marco, you're the best-Polo

To apt #734 it's been a long and crazy year! To all the people I have met

and turned me in directions I never dreamed, I love you all. It's been an

amazing four year....

"Lay back on a starry night and feel as big and as small as you are."

-Carly Simon

AJrienne Mc

It is only when we can believe that we are creating the soul that life

has any meaning, but when we can believe it then there is nothing

that we do that is without meaning and nothing that we suffer that

does not hold the seed of creation in it.

-May Sarton
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SENIORS

Racnel AtKin Cnristensen

When we walk to the edge of all the light we have and take that step into

the darkness of the unknown, we must believe that one of two things will

happen: there will be something solid for us to stand on or we will be

taught to fly. -Source unknown

Our best ideals are like mist. -Bill Schmickle

I am only one, but still I am one. I cannot do everything, but still 1 can do

something. And because I cannot do everything, I will not refuse to do the

something that I can do. -Edward Hale

Pete

Jeiirey F. Kaplan

"Each friend represents a world in us, a world possibly not bom until

they arrive, and it is only by this meeting that a new world is bom."

SAR- You and I share many special memories from the past 3 1/2

years. Thanks for being my best friend- I'll love you always.

Irene- What more can I say to such a wonderful friend than ROCK
ON!
Drell. Kip and Lesley- Heres to long talks, laughter, friendship and

memories to come... friends we'll always be.

"My only skectch, profile, of Heaven is a large blue sky, and larger

than the biggest I have seen m June- and in it are my friends- every

one of them."

What was it that I came to say?

There was something about some hopes and some dreams and fears

Ideas for a better way

And if I really feel like I trust you

Then maybe Til talk about the pain

Maybe you'll understand me
Maybe you won't walk away

Well it'll all work out fine if you just let it shine

I'm gonna hold you,

I'm gonna hold you in the Light"

-David LaMotte

Thanks to my family and friends without whom 1 couldn't have made it. Thanks

especially to A.K., J.B., J.D., J. P., E.K., T.C., L.N.. K.B., S.A.R.. J.B., M.K., A.G.,

of my 'net friends, and my sister and parents.

"Your friends will know you better in the first minute you meet than your acquain-

tances will know you in a thousand years."

-Richard Bach
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Olivia Hogstrom
Musicke might tame and civilize wild beasts, but 'tis

evident it never could tame and civilize musicians.

-John Gay

1 would like to thank the music department, especially

Tim Lindeman and Ed Lowe, for your encouragement

and support. Also, I would like to thank Guilford Staff-

Claire Morse, Max Carter, Pat Anderson, Jim Luke, Alex

Stoesen, Morris Brock, Brant Gallimore, Gordon

Soenksen, Kenneth Chandler, L.C., and Lois.

Thanks and Best Wishes to my friends:

Clare, Julie, Clara, Kristin, Donna, Luis Melean, Manuel,

Cynthia, Elba, Sarah B., Ami, Chipmunk, Tony and

Adrienna. What would I have done without y'all? Miss

ya! Keep in touch!

Last but not least. Thanks Mom & Dad for everything!

SENIORS

Amanda babin

I am certain of nothing but the Holines

truth of Imagination.

-John Keats

of the Hearts affections and the

"...the languages of 'causes' and 'issues' is profoundly misleading,

conveying the notion that work for justice is somehow optional, some-

thing of a hobby or a short-temi project, a mere tying up of loose ends in

an otherwise satisfactory social system. ..work for justice is not inciden-

tal to one's life but is an essential aspect of affirming the delight and

wonder of being alive."

-Sharon Welch

Kate Collins

"You are a very fine person, Mr. Baggins, and I am
very fond of you; but you are only quite a little

fellow in a wide world after all!"

"Thank goodness!" said Bilbo laughing, and handed

him the tobacco-jar.
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SENIORS

Ro^

what i be talking aboul/can be said in this language/

only.. .most/untranslatable language...Frame within frame,

the evolving conversation/is dancelike... tympanic, sym-

phonic, mechanic of grace. ..All process/and no

arrival...the words/be hard be bumping out too much/to be

contained...

-L. Clifton. A. Rich. A. Clampitt. C.B. Whitlow

William Hale Butler

Voici est mon secret; il est tres simple; on ne voit bien qu'avec le

couer. L'essentiel est invisible pur les yeux.

-The Little Prince

You are going to find that many of the truths we cling to depend

greatly on our own point of view.

-Obi wan Kenobi

L'absense diminue les medicres passions et augmente les grandes.

comme le vent eteint les bougies et allume le feu.

-Francois de la Rochefoucauld

Jenniier Ann Baile

La luna! Labellaluna!

'"Pop" in Moonstruck

Neither knew with certainty what the future held. It could

be only a paper moon hanging over a cardboard sea, but

they both said. "It wouldn't be the make-believe, if you

believed in me."

-Carrie May Weems

Someday you be walking down the road and you hear

something or see something going on. So clear. And you

think it's you thinking it up. A thought picture. But no.

It's when you bump into a reniemory that belongs to

somebody else.

Sethe in Beloved by Toni Morrison
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SENIORS
Kimnerley Betn Meyer

The Sight of the Sun is Light and Light is Love -Chernihovsky

The idea of more Light, more Beauty, more Love possesses An
irresistable Maeic. -Ernest Dimnet

I'll tell you how the Sun Rose..

A Ribbon at A Time -Emily Dickinson

Kip Hicks

To finally graduate I do so with pride and honor,

I should of course be able to; it cost me thousands of

dollars.

A shot out to the Dawg Pound; Y'all know I'll miss you

lots,

A shot out to Joe's Witness; A shot out to Deez Knots

Chief, we always argued but I loved you to death.

Please do me a favor; Get Scope for Jason's breath.

Good-bye to my 3 roommates; Andy Chris and Lou,

Good-bye you big dumb redneck D.W, Perdue.

I'll miss all of my close friends and all my fooball peers.

But it's time I quit because I've done it for 6 years.

Karin you are so loud; a dear friend you'll always be,

Crook who the hell do you look at when you're supposed

to be talking to me?

If every you feel like Owen or times seem really bad.

Just say a prayer to God or at least go talk to Brad.

To Amy I leave my heart; To All I leave my soul,

Y'all come visit me in BAMA; We'll watch The Crimson

Tide Roll!

Kip Hicks, #13

Stuart H. Nofsinger

"When we are young, wandering the face of the Earth, wondering what

our dreams might be worth, learning that we're only immortal for a

limited time." -Neil Peart

All Stars: Putzel, Nicholai, Behm, Cooper, Marcus, Beach, Dot, Dave,

Pendergrast, Beddy, Alex, Neil, and Sara thanks for your love and sup-

port.
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SENIORS Jennirer Sims

Has it been four years already?

If feels I just arrived. ..Four Autumns. Four Springs, and we go.

It's still Guilford, but it"s not the Guilford I first came to.

Where's the Guilford Oak? The flagstones I walked when I

first timidly approached Founders? It's grown, and changed,

and so have I.

Guilford's a different place for all of us.

To me it's been a home, a cocoon, a solace, a never-ending class.

Now, it's time for the next step. But where do we go?

The whole sky awaits. I'm not sure. ..will we be okay'.

\es. sometimes. Do we ever come back?

To visit. ..and in memories.

Time to fly-you're no fledgling anymore, Jennifer

one...

two...

three...

JUMP!

Clare Meriwether Kain

Sunsets over Binford lot. Silent laughing. 5:15 dinner.

Hold hands and run! D32. 3am- Please be quiet.

Guacamole Man. Foot like dat. nicknames. Learning to

talk Southern, "sounds good?' Hey neighbor! Wild waver.

Semester at Sea. Changes. Forced- FUN! yogurt break. IV.

This reminds me of the time we were in...

To all my friends: Thank you for a great 4 years. You have

filled my life at Guilford with laughter, love, understand-

ing and challenges. I'll miss you all so much. Please stay

in touch!

Travel and See the World.

And Jesus said, "Come to me. all you that are weary and

are carrying heavy burdens, and I will give you rest."

Matthew 1 1 :28

Psalm 139

Emi



ElizaljetK Marie Slieffield "Betsy" SIFIVTOR S

If you wanna kiss the sky better learn how to kneel! -U2

Now faith is being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do

not see. Hebrews 11:1

He set my feet upon a rock,

made my footsteps firm,

many will see,

many will see and fear.

For their support and encouragement, I thank Mom, Dad, Melanie, Bill,

apt 733, 761, geo folks, and all my wonderful beloved friends.

Hallelujah, I made it!

Tara Gladwell

Eva Marie Hughes

Thanks Mom and Papa for spending :

extremely supportive of me.

To Jeff- 1 love you tons.

To all my friends- mucho, mucho!

1,000 on my education and being
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SENIORS

Wendv Mattocl;;s

Antonio Raul de Velas

"So swiftly the sun sets in the sky.

You rise up and say goodbye to no one.

Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.

Both of their futures, so full of dread, you don't show one.

Shedding off one more layer of skin.

Keeping one step ahead of the persecutor within.""

-Bob Dylan

Jonas hnudin
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Denorah Lee Nixdori

"The tide recedes but leaves behind

bright seashells on the sand;

The sun goes down but gentle warmth

still lingers on the land.

The music stops and yet it echoes

on the sweet refrains;

For everything that passes

Something beautiful remains."

SENIORS

H. Marshall

When I look back. I see friends, family, support, hardship, success, love knowledge,

freedom, and in the end a new ME.To my dearest family and friends, thanks for believ-

ing in me and giving me unconditional caring, support, and love. I love you all!

To all those professors who have gone the extra mile-you have given me knowledge and

more importantly the confidence to become the person I aspire to be.

With a heavy heart and vivid dreams 1 leave with memories never to be forgotten, as I

will carry them with me on my journey through life.

Lydia Boukni^ht

INVITATION

by Shel Silverstein

If you are a dreamer, come in.

If you are a dreamer, a wisher, a liar.

A hope-er, a pray-er, a magic bean buyer...

If you're a pretender, come sit by my fire

For we have some flax-golden tales to spin.

Come in!

Come in!

'I keep my ideals, because in spite of everything I still believe that

people are really good at heart." -Anne Frank

Anne Sullivan
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SENIORS Amv ElizaljetK West

There's a road that I've been traveUing

Just to see where it might go

Many placed yet to visit

Many people yet to know

Take my hand and come and join me
As we learn and as we grow

And together we'll spend life out on the loose.

"Friendship." said Pooh, "is a very comforting sort of

thing." -A.A. Milne

My profound gratitude to everyone who helped me find

my path. I will carry a part of each one of you as I go.

To my friends and family everywhere, I love you all.

Emily Minatra Fort

"The intluence of each human being on others in this life is a kind of

immortahty." -John Quincy Adams

"The one important thing over the years is the difference between

taking one's work seriously and taking one's self seriously. The first is

imperative and the second is disastrous." -Margot Fonteyn

"I myself have never been able to find out precisely what feminism is: 1

only know that people call me a feminist whenever I express sentiments

that differentiate me from a doormat." -Rebecca West

"Music heard so deeply that it is not heard at all. hut you are the music

while the music lasts." -Thomas Eliot

"You can't fool nature." -Richard Feyman

In Memory of Sheridan Simon.

Lesley Duckeiitield
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SENIORS

Emily Kate Fruckter

"Life is made for beautiful love and strange

ecstasy." -H.D.

Much love and many, many thanks to all my
parents (especially Mom) and to the Woodcooks,

Jason, Eva, Sarah High and the girls. Beth and

Mel: I couldn't have done it without you. I will

miss you.



SENIORS Heath Bro^vn

Laurie Betts

Jane C handler bingleton

Bl 1. D32, C12 (Now &Then), A12, B12, Bryan. Binfoid. Off-Campus.

I loved it all- Thanks to all my friends! "We are the memories we keep

in our hearts"- So many special people and times! Spring Breaks. Suite

parties, Serendipities. Snow. Formals!. Homecomings. Quad Dances,

Karaoke. '80s. Road trips. RAW!!!. House parties. The Shows. Left-

overs!, Campus Taxi. Bopity-Bop. I exhale (finally!). Birthdays. Belle-

G.A., Nutcracker-The Awakening, letters, "sweet dreams," a penny.

Most of G.C.. Dancing, D.C., Alanis, talks, music, zero, tennis, soccer,

LAX, Christmas parties. Documentaries, Fo-A bet, sunshine, beach

weeks, much, much more! Bye!
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SENIORSKatharine Ann Flournoy

To laugh often and much

To win the respect of intelligent people and

the affection of children.

To earn the appreciation of honest critics and

endure the betrayal of false friends;

To find the best in others;

To leave the world a bit better, whether by a healthy

child, a garden patch or a redeemed social condition.

To know even one life has breathed easier because

you lived.

This is to have succeeded.

-Ralph Waldo Emerson

Joan Elizabeth Mille

"The most wasted of all days is that in which we have

not laughed."

-Chamfort

Mom and dad-huge thanks for your love, support and

encouragement-! wouldn't be where I am without you.

To my EXTRA special friends-thank you for the unfor-

gettable memories, laughter, smiles and happiness-the

best days of my life-you'll always be in my heart.

Stephen (jrimes

Move on.

Stop worrying where you're going-

Move on.

If you can know where you're going.

You've gone.

Just keep moving on.

I chose and my world was shaken-

So what?

The choice may have been mistaken.

The choosing was not.

You have to move on.

-Steven Sondheim

If you don't erase it, it's permanent!

-Merry Moor Winnett
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SENIORS Julie MeasKe

"Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Some stay for a

while, touch our hearts, and we are never, ever the same."

-Flavia Weedn

The individuals I have met here at Guilford have truly touched my heart

and left me forever changed. Recounting every lesson I have learned

here at Guilford would be difficult since there have been so many-in and

out of the classroom. However, I would like to say thank you to all

those who have stuck by me through the ups and downs. Thanks espe-

cially to my housemates - 1 love you gals! And, to those of you with

time left here at Guilford, treasure it! Don't waste time wishing you

were out of school, instead, enjoy every moment you have left here.

Brooke B. Plotnick

Yellow kite with tail of colored ribbons,

held by a young woman near a red planter.

The kite rose, a pine tree grew tall-

the woman grew older.

Pine became oak, breaking the pot,

as the wind blew stronger

Kite almost invisible, the roots reached earth and

the strins broke.

Dana Po^vell
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SENIORS

Saran Boone

I've found somebody just like me. I thought I was the only one of

them.

-Tigger

But, of course, it isn't really Good-bye, because the Forest will always

be there. ..and anybody who is Friendly with Bears can find it.

-A.A. Milne

Eric Parisi

Christopher Meehl
-To Guilford College, thanks for four great years. No where else can you

meet the people that I have seen at this school.

-I would like to thank Guilford for some memories- Century Club, Quad

Dances, the Binford Hall Crew, Football, Davidson Game, and Roaring

Gap.

-I would like to say thanks to Amy, I love you and thank you for always

being there for me.

-Mom and Dad thank you for Guilford College. You paid for all this

. Thanks for coming to watch me every weekend and pushing me to

excel in academics and athletics.

-Has anybody seen Johnny Newcombe?
-Tippy
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SENIORS Hilary JJavi

"We are the music makers and we are the dreamers of dreams."

-Willy Wonka

"The moon is Hamlet on a motorcycle coming down a

dark road. He is wearing a black leather

jacket and boots. I have nowhere to go.

I will ride all night."

-Richard Brautigan ("The Nature Poem")

Thanks always to my eternally marvelous mama.

Danielle BetK Goldberg

"When I dare to be powerful- to use my strength

in the service of my vision, then it becomes less

and less important whether I am afraid."

-Audre Lorde

"But by my life be I spirit/And by my heart be I

woman/And by my eyes be I open/And by my
hands be I whole."

-Ferron

C. DruJ.

Who's Sean? Oh, you mean Drudge! 4 years at Guilford! Unbelievable! A few people who

made sure I didn't do too much homework or drink too little beer: Bird, Fo, McNeil, Wes,

Ben B., Reddog, Paul. Yuri, Bascone, Jason C, Andy R., Garland, Clint, Bubba, Girls in C-

1 1 , Sagen and anyone else that I have evr shared a beer with. All my Football and lax

buddies—thanks for the times. Cait—Thanks for always being there!

I love you. Mom and Dad and Kevin-

Thanks for believing in me! You're all the best! I love you!

"Say Hello, to my little friend." -Scarface

"You talking to me?" -Robert DeNiro

"I Don't Tip" -Mr. Pink

"You play with matched, you get burned" -Vincent Vega

"Not everyone can play football, we're the lucky ones" -Steve Latimer

"1 will sing, sing a new song." -U2

PS. Coach K. I threw the shutes in the lake, I'll buy you another one

when I make my first million!
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SENIORS

Stuart Gardi

Allison Mee
(Graduated December '95)

Thanks everybody- Guilford's been great (even with the dearth of

felines).

Laura Dauin

"There's a light on a hill

That's far out in the distance

And it calls out my name

It calls out for a change"

-Fishbone

"And we walked off/ To look for America.'

-Simon & Garfunkel
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SENIORS

Mary Jane Dunn

Not all those who wander are lost.

-JRR Tolkien



Natnan Prestwood Davis

I have lived on the Hp

of insanity, wanting to know reasons,

knocking on a door. It opens.

I've been knocking from the inside!

-Rumi

If the end of the Hne is in your mind,

then you'll be staying in.

SENIORS

-Johnny Cash

barah Cooper
The original Binford Crew, Stu's mountain house(BP). Hurrican at

Myrtle. Charlie Brown and the gang, freezing at Hanging Rock. Panama

City Beach, Binford Staff, Zingy Zangy.

Brunnenburg- The most exciting time with the best group possible!

(Erin, we have to go back!)

"The girls' house", NYC New Year's, H!0!B!

Gracie-It's turned out great! Keep in touch!

Jenn-You've been there since the beginning, I won't forget!

Ryan-Who would've thought!? I finally found someonw who likes to

frolic as much as I do!

Mom, Dad, Anne, Tim-Thank you for listening, supporting, and caring.

Justin William Van Prooyen

Katfish (Channel, Fidleron Blue Channel)

Tender, white, firm texture meat

Available as steaks, fillets, whole pan ready

Excellent baked, broiled, grilled, smoked, or deep

fried
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SENIORS

Susan Rogers Marmo

"Of course, women so empowered are dangerous."

-Audre Lorde

Tommy Lamar Ray

O Captain, My Captain. Mary thank you for

being my mentor and friend. Athletic training, Va Beach,

Christmas Parties, Most hours in history. Dia, Keith.

Chief, Ubu, take care and good luck. Last of the nasty

boys, 92-93 ODAC Champs. I was told by K she ad-

mired the way I set back and watched the world go by, no

longer, it is time to "announce my presence of authority."

Right. Right! 4 1/2 years. "I think I'll disappear now."

Burry Helhein

"...the only people that interest me are the mad ones,

the ones who are mad to live, mad to talk, desirous of

everything at the same time, the ones that never yearn

or say a commonplace thing... but burn, burn, burn,

like roman candles across the night."

-Kerouac (1st draft)

"The wild wind doesn't blow as wild as it seems. I'm

always disappointed to walk outside and find the

world still there (He laughs)."

-Dick Morton

"It leaves me in the splendid labyrinth of my percep-

tions, to wander without end."

-Emerson
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SENIORS
Eric Laute

Be ashamed to die until you have won some victory for

humanity -Horace Mann

This is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the

end. But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.

-Winston Churchill

My deepest gratitude to my grandparents, for making

my time at Guilford possible.

Wesley Eh

Saran Donaldson
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SENIORS

Scott Darniinio

Hollv Gr.

"Livins is a risk.

-Carl Rogers

Tom Bender

TeiTence is tiie bomb! He has made my year the best at

Guilford!
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t>aran A. Stewart
SENIORS

Brian Kilpatrick

Carolyn E. Howes

'ich habe immer. inimer dein gedacht. Ichmochte

schlafen, aber du muBt tanzen." -Teodor Storm

"And that visibility which makes us most vulnerable is

that which also is the source of our greatest strength."

-Audre Lorde
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SENIORS Jack Register

I have come from a place of dark confusion to a place of light and hope.

I am forever grateful to those who have helped me along this journey.

Unquestionable love such as this is what being alive is about. I am not

only a man but a gay man who is at once masculine, feminine, androgy-

nous.

"The world is for thousands a freak show; the images flicker past and

vanish; the impressions remain flat and unconnected in the soul. Thus

they are easily led by the opinions of others, are content to let their

impressions be shuffled and rearranged and evaluated differently."

-Goethe

"The love that dare not speak its name' in this century is such a great

affection of an elder for a younger man as there was between David and

Jonathon, such as Plato made the very basis of his philosophy, and such

as you find in the sonnets of Michelangelo and Shakespeare. It is that

deep, spiritual affection that is as pure as it is perfect.... It is in this

century misunderstood... and on acconut of it I am placed where I am
now. " -Oscar Wilde

Sabina Liutsell

"They can't catch us. We're on a mission from God."

-Ellwood Blues

Blythe Dyson

"Sophisticated Traditional Dances come Naturally" or "Independent

Vinegar"? It depends on her mood.
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Agnes May Mavrogenis

Never grow a wishbone, daughter,

where your backbone ought to be.

-Clementine Pappleford

I perceive that I have not really under-

stood anything, not a single object, and

that no man ever can. -Walt Whitman

, SENIORS

Derrill Smitli

Mommy and Daddy- 1 could never have made it this far

without you guys. You are my best friends and I love you.

Erica and Amanda- Take advantage of your school years-

they are the best you will have. I love you.

Andrew- Have a Happy Forever. I love you.

Kiley Holder

"If you ain't livin' for yourself, you ain't livin"....If you ain't true to

yourself, you ain't bein" true to nobody."

-True words of wisdom from Vanilla Ice, from the motion

picture "Cool as Ice"
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SENIORS

Mark Di:.

Alissa Pioli

Mom, Dad, Dana, Christin, and Nicole: 1 made it! I couldn't have done

it without you. Your help and guidance is very important to me. Thanks

for always being there. I love you.

To Guilford and the people who made it special for me: Thanks for

good times, lots of laughs, words of encouragement, shoulders to cry

on, partners in procrastination, eating frenzies, late night chats, and

four of the best years of my life. Til never forget them!

Bryan: You're always what I need. I love you.

Pai^e Grant Simpson

To the best friends I have ever had. Thanks for all the

memories. ..B-1 1, The Worm!, Queen Annabelle, Fantastic

Sams (Look at my hair!). Girls, don't forget about the

nursing home- See ya in 60 years! It's been real, but it's

time to go.

Mom, Dad, Reid, thank you for all of your support. I love

you.
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Racnel Au^ustina Schwartz

"We cannot contradict the laws of Nature. But are

all the laws of Nature yet discovered?"

-from Zanoni by Bulwer-Lytton

SENIORS

Jodi Dodson

Letting people in is largely a matter of not expending the energy to keep

thein out. -Hugh Prather

Dog-gone Tenence. It looks like we"re graduating. Carry on 4840-C.

Will Estes

The LORD bless thee, and keep thee:

The LORD make his face to shine upon thee, and be gracious to thee:

The LORD lift up his countenance upon thee, and give thee peace.

-Numbers 6:24-26
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SENIORS Lisa DiLiiannantonio

.like a child hovering in a doorway, watching the others,

the ones who go first,

a tense cluster of limbs, alert to

the failures of others, the public falterings

with a child's tierce confidence of imminent power

preparing to defeat

these weaknesses, to succumb

to nothing...

-Louise Gluck

Chris Atack

Racnel Novkov
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Alena Hairstc SENIORS

Erin Ackernian

Onward and Upward.

Catherine Jerni^an

"Come... sit by my side/ And let the world slip. We shall ne'er be

younger."

-Shakespeare, Taniiiii; of the Shrew

"...Heaven and Hell are right here on Earth. Heaven is living in your

hopes and Hell is living in your fears. It's up to each individual which

one he chooses."

-Tom Robbins, Even Cowgirls Gel the Bhies

Thanks to all who have left their marks; Mom & Bob, Dad & Sally,

Tyler, Whitney, Buffy, Manda, Nellie. Sandy, Jess, Deirdre, Reid, Mere,

Schmell, Weez, Jer, Bryant, Scott, and, of course, Roy, the sweetest of

the sweet.
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Kate Shropsnire

"There was a time wnen...y<)ii walKea alone, lull <>l laughter.

lou batnea hare-Dellied. lou say you nave lost all recollection

or it, remember... lou say there are not words to aescrihe it, yo

say it does not exist. But remember. Make an ellort to remeii

her. Or lailing' that, invent.

-Monique Wittig

To all who inspired, thrilled, and motivated me, thanks lor

"bugging; me into working... or else I wouldn't do nothin' but

test shade trees.

-Marvin Clave

Charlie DeLa Verg'ne Terit

MUD

The question is not what you look at. But what you see.

-Henry David Thoreau

Genuine work is never easy. The effort is the reward.

and success which costs nothing is worth exactly what

it cost.

Charles Fergus Binns (early American studio potter)
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Wade Tomlinson
I have tried to find Divinity on the Christian Cross, in the Mayan

temples, and in the Mosque, but could not find what I was looking for

I traveled the Swiss Alps, the Norweigian fjords, the Carolina

Blue Ridge, and the Rockies- From the highland peaks 1 could only

catch a glimspe of the Creator.

I have seen the Seas from Outer Banks, Gulf coastal islands, and

Spanish seasides-From the shorelines 1 could fathom the existence of

majesty, yet I did not find fulfillment.

I have questioned the scholars, the philosophers, and the reli-

gious. The mythic Phenomenon was beyond their comprehension.

I then looked into my soul's heart and it was there where He
dwelled that I saw him; in me the I AM is present. I have come to the

Light.

In every color there's the Light.

In every stone sleeps a Crystal...

If you believe or if you doubt

There's a universal Justice. -Enigma 2

-The Quaker. Vegetarian, Democrat from Texas,

Wade Tomlinson

Alison Edwards

Katlierine Moor

" 'cause life ain't nothin' but a good groove..."

-b. boys
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Cnandra Woolsoi
SENIORS

Saran Ashenieltt

Elizaljetli Anne Woiti
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Paul Arnitield

Cate O'Connell

Terrence Laster

Value simplicity, but

appreciate decadence
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David M. Fiebelkorn

Those lost in memories drink.

Those just plain lost write.

-Me

Hey Dave. Did you know you can drink your own urine three times before poisoning yourself?

-Charlie (Slovakia '95)

Erin Colleen J^lcQuaide

Where be the answers

I ask with a spark

Wait. don"t go in there

It"s way too dark

The heart is a chamber

Locked up inside

But I opened it up

Not needing to hide

-J.M.

Mom. Dad. Jenn. Gram J.. Lita, Kenneth. Dr. Keegan: Thank you for

your love, support and guidance.

To my friends who I love and will miss: Katharine Flournoy. Rose

Sullivan. Christy Crowther, Jen Wingo, Chad Evans. David Beach.

Nicole Houston. Chris Chandler.

A friend is there before you know it to lend a hand before you ask it. and

to give you love just when you need it most.

It's a real tattoo, you're killing me. we'll see ya. Africa "95. puff huff-

Haley, ISKIYT
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SENIORS FaLio Cj

AndV owanson
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Iiiliet IVciil

ElizaLetli Vale
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SENIORS
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Ed Lowe & the Guilford

College Choir singing

at Commencement Exercises.

Chris Webb leading

the Guilford College

faculty at Commence-

ment Exercises.

Tony Deceico and fellow graduates nearins

the stage to receive their degree.
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Faculty & Staff

Karen Hayes, Tim Kirchei

and Maritza Almeida
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Faculty & Staff

Alex Stoesen,

Terry Moorfield &
Barton Parks, and

Martha Cooley
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Faculty & Staff

Pat Anderson.

Martha Phillips.

Jimmy Kline.

Brita &
Don McNamara,

Mona Olds &
Dick Dyer
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Faculty & Staff

Betty Place.

Roy Wydorf.

Kathy Adams.

Frank Dietch,

Peter Bobko &
Mitsuko Hosoya
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Faculty & Staff
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Faculty & Staff

Lis Yound, Jenn Harrison, Belli Keiser. Sandy Pieiinan. & Jerry Godard
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Faculty & Staff

Judy Dw yer. Joseph Black. Brett Mullinix

Susie Clark. & Anne Lundquist
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Faculty & Staff

^1 Joe Bundy. Deborah Shaw. Joanne Jennings.

Alton Newell, Mark Oswarski. Susan Bagley. &
Joyce Clark
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